
Natural choice of foal gender in horse-breeding

Dear fellow Knabstrupper friends!

 I am going to talk to you about an unusual request which is based on my conclusions
of the study from a research in New Zealand (study 1).
   This study is a follow-up on a French study (2) published in 1997.
 
  Both studies refer to the Trivers and Willard study published in 1973 (3).
3 years ago I received a copy of this study from Mrs. Jördens and the researchers’
conclusions appeared to be quite plausible to me – hence I decided to install them
into my breeding-program.
  Additionallly I was aware of the theory of female embryos being resorbed in an early
stage of pregnancy due to a sudden improval of nutrition (studies 1-3).
  Finally a new study comes into play which implies that mares taken to a foreign
stallion’s barn for breeding might absorb the fruit at a high ratio in early stage of
pregnancy due to separation from the stallions/geldings at home when returned to
their home-barn (4).
  Taking all these factors into consideration would ask the breeder to follow suit a strict
regiment in order to accomplish the intended breeding goals.
  My personal goal is to breed favorably for fillies in order to enhance the gene-pool by 
keeping as many genes in the breed’s gene-pool as possible instead of losing them due to
male foals’ early castration and non-approval when evaluated in Körung.
 Combining both results in my breeding-program during the last 3 years my mare Lille
Ged had 3 fillies in a row – at the former breeder she gave birth to colts only.
 
  How did I perform this diet?
  6 weeks prior to each foaling date Lille Ged was put on a reduction-diet. This diet
was retained unchanged until 2 weeks past the positive foaling scan performed by
the veterinarian.
 Based on my results I would like to encourage other Knabstrupper breeders to take
part in a privately oriented study to be later published as such and help to promote
the breed.
 Besides the promotion for the breed, these are the main goals to be verified or
falsified or added in this study:
  #1: A reduction-diet can be used in order to influence the likelihood of predicting the
        sex of the foal, depending if a colt or filly is desired.
  #2: More details about the timing and quantity of the diet in order to follow suit to goal
        #1.
  #3: More data/details on how dominance mare behavior might influence the desired
        sex-ratio of the foal.
   #4. More data/details on how separation from/enclosure with the home-males will
         influence the desired sex-ratio of the foal.
  I would like to highly encourage as many Knabstrupper-breeders as possible to take
part in this study under common breeding-conditions as they are found throughout
Europe. This of course includes small breeders with a single broodmare.
Everbody is welcome.
  I would appreciate if you could take the time and fill in the questionnaires attached.
I feel inclined to keep you updated on the results and will keep your data safe and
confidential.
     
Best regards!



Daniel Ahlwes, Börßum, Schimmerwald-Gestüt (www.schimmerwald.de)
Attached to this cover letter are original-copies of the studies mentioned above.
Please help yourself with the google-translator if you encounter problems getting
them translated while reading:
http://translate.google.com/#en|de|
http://translate.google.com/#en|da|
You can choose many other languages of your choice.


